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    Abstract: Let’s talk about security at a private access place 

taking into account the amount of effort one wants to keep it as 
such only listed personnel to enter, but intrusions are found, and 
raising security and scanning alone doesn’t bring down one such 

issue.These days we find that most of the research has a much 
higher usage of servers which is termed expensive as to run the 
processing of the software.  Few places would not be able to afford 
such costs. The objective of this project is to provide a surveillance 
and a self-monitoring intrusion system that ensures regular 
checking, from the current surveillance of a security personnel. 
This software aims to classify the people entering and leaving a 
particular place with a whitelist. This will also help exercise 
caution that can be implemented in places that require inspection. 
This system is programmed to alert real-time intrusion to the 
owner and/or security via MMS. We want to make sure to build a 
prototype that can sustain such parameters and be market-ready.  
The core theme of the project is to have another set of surveillance 
integration to warn/alert the respected person about an intrusion 
per se someone who’s not in the whitelist mentioned. 
 
 Keywords: CNN, Deep Learning for training, Raspberry p, 
Twilio, Adafruit Servo Driver. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Well when we talk about intrusion and monitoring, let us just 
understand the act of this kind which is being systematically 
set up at almost every place nowadays, whether small or 
relevant or even necessary. Hence we see a need for this 
system to be integrated everywhere. A monitoring system is a 
base for surveillance as it is constantly on the watch and we 
would want it to be able to classify the persons who are 
entering and leaving and to detect when someone in the field 
of view of the installed camera. A security system is a method 
in which something important is secured with the 
interconnected components and networks. Security systems 
are implemented at commercial as well as residential areas, a 
popular example being surveillance cameras(CCTV), but 
they are only used whenever there is a need to go back and 
trace an incident such as an act of burglary, for example. 
Although there is a human presence to avoid such 
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circumstances, even he/she is bound to make errors 
sometimes in detecting a person coming and going. This 
system aims to reduce such incidents by entering a dataset of 
people who have access to a particular area and alert to the 
mobile phone of the concerned person. This will give a time 
stamp and photo of the frame as the software deems it as an 
unrecognizable or unknown person. 

II.  PROPOSED METHOD 

A. Gathering Dataset 

Here we first start by gathering a dataset i.e. we take a 
picture of the whitelist person that has permission or access to 
enter and leave the premises in check. The major advantage 
of the method we propose here is that we only require a single 
good quality picture of a person in any image reading format 
to be able to recognize the person when he enters the frame. 
This saves a lot of time as we don’t have to build a wide range 

of datasets with multiple frames about a single person, and it 
is able to detect the face efficiently when it is in the field of 
view of the camera. 

B. Face Recognition and Alert 

Code for training the face is integrated alongside the 
recognizer code. We only run once with the dataset imported 
on the folder. A localizer[5] is a function that detects the 
facial features of a person.  When the camera starts capturing 
frame by frame, the captured frames are sent to OpenCV 
which uses the facial recognition method and haar cascade to 
compare with the dataset. When there is a match[Fig. 1.], it 
means that the person is guaranteed access and no intrusion 
message is alerted, and during a mismatch[Fig. 2.], there is an 
intrusion that triggers an alert message to the users mobile in 
the form of MMS. TWILIO[4] handles the cloud computing 

platform services for such an alert task. 

 
Fig. 1. Identification of known faces. 
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Fig. 2. Frame localizing unrecognized face. 

C. Hardware Setup 

This is to provide a working feature of the algorithm code 
and camera functionality. To gather wide ranges of view for 
the camera to not miss the facial features of a person at its line 
of sight, we provide a camera pan/tilt[7][Fig. 3.]. This 
provides the camera with a turn of 180 degrees vertical and 
180 degrees horizontal. For this purpose, we use an Adafruit 
Servo Driver board for driving the servo motors better than to 
use the Raspberry pi directly. 

 
Fig. 3. Hardware setup 

III. ALGORITHM 

The advantage of this proposed method is the pre-trained 
algorithm- is good at detecting faces. The Haar cascades 
notice the facial features and start capturing it frame by 
frame. These frames are then sent to the Machine Learning 
algorithm which has the capability to predict and produce 
results. The algorithm used here for image classification is 
the Convolutional Neural Network or CNN. The CNN 
remembers the features of the image and then detects and 
recognizes them using deep neural nets. 

 
Fig. 4. Architecture flowchart 
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IV. ARCHITECTURE 

Architecture comes with the software and the hardware 
components. The software part includes a GTX 1050 
powered computer to run the Dlib’s face recognition built 
with deep learning neural nets. The input images or the 
images in the database are then classified as faces using the 
Haar cascade. It requires Python 3.3 or Python 2.7 to use the 
libraries with the other python libraries for face recognition. 

The command line “face_recognition” and 
“face_detection” do all the essential work.   
Now, coming to the hardware part, it has a Raspberry Pi 

along with a Pi camera to capture the live feed, a pan-tilt 
mechanism which provides a 0 to 180-degree movement 
using the servo motors. This allows face tracking which can 
try to locate the facial features and move the camera 
accordingly with the help of this setup mechanism. 

As the name suggests, face_detection gets all the facial 
features and face_recognition for comparing the pictures to 
study whether there is a match or not. The image in the 
database (folder) is compared with the real-time image as 
seen in the camera and the algorithm can predict whether it is 
a known or an unknown face. 

Twilio is an API that is used to send personalized 
messages. Since our prototype requires real-time alerts few 
use Twilio with AWS(Amazon Web services) platform for 
the same. Here the AWS is the clouding platform to store the 
picture sent from the camera of the intruder detected. 

 This now authorizes a user access key to implement a 
secure procedure to send the pic only to the registered device 
we set. The API platform is also python friendly as we can 
use this to access the Twilio API from the libraries.   

V. RESULT  

The program is executed, the camera localizes the facial 
features of a person under the frame and gives a boxed frame 
outcome with the name of the person from the whitelist 
entered into the database. If an unknown person is detected, 
i.e. one whose database is not entered, the boxed frame will 
turn red and we’ll receive an alert in our mobile through 

MMS[Fig. 5.]. 

 
Fig. 5. Alert messaged received when an intruder is 

detected. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The prototype of the design and development of 
monitoring and intrusion system using deep learning neural 
nets facial recognition is implemented and tested. As the 
paper suggests, the system is able to classify a person as a 
known or an unknown person with the help of the given input 
images on the database and can send an alert to the concerned 
person.The usage of Raspberry Pi[8], Python using OpenCV 
and the pan-tilt mechanism helps to create a low cost yet 
effective intrusion detection for real-time purposes. For 
example, a storeroom.With a better algorithm and supporting 
hardware and software components, this can be implemented 
for large scale purposes, say, crowded places like shopping 
malls. 
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